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Abstract—We propose a new non-intrusive (reference-free)
objective measure of speech intelligibility that is inspired from
previous works on image sharpness. We define the audio Sharp-
ness Index (aSI) as the sensitivity of the spectrogram sparsity
to the convolution of the signal with a white noise, and we
calculate a closed-form formula of the aSI. Experiments with
various speakers, noise and reverberation conditions show a
high correlation between the aSI and the well-established Speech
Transmission Index (STI), which is intrusive (full-reference).
Additionally, the aSI can be used as an intelligibility or clarity
criterion to drive sound enhancement algorithms. Experimental
results on stereo mixtures of two sounds show that blind source
separation based on aSI maximization performs well for speech
and for music.

I. INTRODUCTION

Measuring speech intelligibility is of interest in many ap-

plications where the transmission channel between the speech

source and the listener can be impaired: telecommunications,

public announcement, room acoustics or hearing impairment.

Subjective methods based on listening tests (see [1] for a

review) provide the most reliable measure of intelligibility, but

they are time- and money-consuming. This is why many ob-

jective measures have been also proposed, aiming at predicting

the subjective intelligibility from signal parameters alone. An-

other interesting property of objective measures is that they can

be used as an optimization criterion in speech enhancement

algorithms (e.g., for noise reduction and dereverberation).

Among the standardized methods, the Speech Intelligibility

Index (SII [2]) is a weighted sum of band-specific signal to

noise ratios, and the Speech Transmission Index (STI [3])

measures how the acoustic channel reduces the modulation

index for various frequency bands and modulation frequencies.

Several recent measures estimate in each frequency band the

correlation (e.g. Short-Time Objective Intelligibility, STOI [4])

or the mutual information (SIMI [5]) between the clean and

the distorted signals.

All these methods are intrusive or full-reference methods,

which means that they require the knowledge of the clean

signal to measure the intelligibility of the distorted signal.

However, in many cases, the clean signal is not available

(e.g., audio record or voice received in telephony), so that

non-intrusive (or reference-free) measures are required. Most

of them, like NIRA [6] or NISI [7], are based on machine-

learning techniques and derive indicators from a large set

of signal parameters by maximizing the correlation with

reference indicators on a training corpus. The drawback of

this approach is that the indicators depend on the training

conditions and that they are blind to the physical grounds of

intelligibility.

Another approach was proposed in [8], based on the mod-

ulation spectrogram, that is, the spectrum of the temporal

envelope computed in each frequency band. The principle is

that the modulation energy is concentrated around 4 Hz for

clean signals and tends to spread towards high modulation

frequencies in case of reverberation. Hence, the SRMR is

defined as the ratio between the modulation energies in low

and high modulation frequencies. Though reference-free, the

SRMR actually uses an implicit reference, namely the modu-

lation spectrogram of clean speech.

Lastly, [9] proposed an indicator based on the internal audi-

tory representation, a kind of L1-norm of the bi-spectra of the

spectrograms of the envelop and the temporal fine structure,

respectively, derived from the neurogram. This measure is

well correlated with subjective scores. However, the use of an

internal auditory model makes it computationally costly and

unsuitable as a criterion for a speech enhancement algorithm.

Transposed to the field of numerical images, audio intelli-

gibility could be compared to image sharpness. In image pro-

cessing, several reference-free objective measures of sharpness

are based on the importance of Fourier (or wavelet) phase in

the perception of blur [10]. In particular, the global phase

coherence (GPC, [11]) measures how the regularity of an

image —defined by its total variation (TV)— is affected by

the destruction of the phase information. The study presented

in [12] proposes an new Sharpness Index (SI), computationally

simpler but shown to behave similarly to the GPC. It measures

the sensitivity of the TV to the convolution of the image

by a white noise. It was successfully used as a criterion for

blind image deblurring, outperforming methods based on TV

minimization.

We here propose to transpose this principle to audio sig-

nals. A sharp image has a sparse gradient and this sparsity

is reduced by phase randomization (GPC) or white noise

convolution (SI), which increases the TV. On the contrary,

the TV of a blurred or noisy image is much less sensitive to

those operations. A similar behavior is encountered for audio

signals. A clear sound has a sparse spectrogram, composed of

thin segments (horizontal for harmonics, vertical for impulses),

unlike a reverberated or noisy sound, where the segments are
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smeared in time or frequency. Convolving the sound with a

white noise should reduce the spectrogram sparsity for a clear

sound, while letting it almost unchanged for a reverberated or

noisy sound. Hence, we propose to define an audio sharpness

index (aSI) as the sensitivity of the spectrogram sparsity to

a convolution of the signal with a white noise. As image

deblurring based on TV sensitivity maximization outperforms

methods based on TV minimization, it is expected that replac-

ing the L1-norm criterion commonly used in audio enhance-

ment algorithms (e.g. source separation) by the proposed aSI

criterion would lead to better performances.

The paper is structured as follows. Through the analogy with

the definition of the image sharpness index, we define an audio

sharpness index in Section II. The proposed experimental

validations relate to both a speech intelligibility measure

(Section III) and audio enhancement algorithms (Section IV)1.

II. THE AUDIO SHARPNESS INDEX

A. Spectrogram

Considering the time-frequency analysis of a finite-length

discrete-time signal s, with analysis windows of length N
overlapping of (1− λ)N , 0 < λ < 1 and λN ∈ N, we define

the spectrogram of s as

S(f, t) =

N−1
∑

n=0

s(t+ n)h(n)C(f, n) (1)

for f ∈ {0, 1, . . . , Nf − 1} and t ∈ λNZ,

where the apodization function h, the base functions C, and

the value of Nf (N or N/2) depend on the real-valued

transform used, denoted by T in the following.

The sparsity of the spectrogram will be measured by

‖S‖1 =
∑

f,t

|S(f, t)|. (2)

B. Definition of the audio sharpness index

Let s′ = s ∗ w, where ∗ denotes the discrete convolution

product and w is a white Gaussian noise with zero mean

and variance σ2
w. Let S and S′ the spectrograms of s and

s′, respectively, as defined by Eq. (1). Inspired by the image

Sharpness Index [12], we define the audio Sharpness Index of

s as

aSI(s) , − log

(

Φ

(

E[‖S′‖1]− ‖S‖1
√

Var[‖S′‖1]

)

)

, (3)

where E[X ] and Var[X ] respectively denote the expectation

and the variance of a random variable X , and

Φ(t) =
1√
2π

∫ +∞

t

e−x2/2 dx (4)

is the tail of the normalized Gaussian distribution. Let us

comment the definition given in Eq. (3). Ideally, we would

1This work is part of the ICityForAll project, which was granted by the
European program Ambient Assisted Living (AAL) from 2011 till 2015. See
http://www.icityforall.eu

like to compute the probability that the convolution of s with

a white noise does not increase the sparsity of its spectrogram,

that is,

p = Prob
[

‖S′‖1] ≤ ‖S‖1
]

. (5)

This probability p is expected to be very small for a clean (and

informative) audio signal, and not so small for a noisy and/or

reverberated signal. Assuming that ‖S′‖1 is nearly Gaussian

(which is observed in practice), we can estimate the quantity

− log p (more adapted than p to a computer scale since values

like p = 10−10000 could be easily observed) by

− log

(

Prob

[

X ≤ ‖S‖1
∣

∣

∣

∣

X ∼ N
(

E[‖S′‖1],Var[‖S′‖1]
)

])

,

which is exactly the quantity defined in Eq. (3).

In other terms, the audio Sharpness Index we defined in

Eq. (3) measures the sensitivity of the spectrogram sparsity of

a signal to the degradation caused by the convolution with a

Gaussian white noise.

C. Computation

Theorem 1. The expectations of ‖S′‖1 and ‖S′‖21 are

E[‖S′‖1] =
√

2

π
Nt

Nf−1
∑

f=0

σS′(f) (6)

E[‖S′‖21] = (7)
2

π

∑

0≤f,f ′≤Nf−1

1−Nt≤∆≤Nt−1

(Nt − |∆|)σS′ (f)σS′(f ′)ω̃

(

ΓS′(f, f ′,∆λN)

σS′(f)σS′ (f ′)

)

where

• Nt and Nf are the numbers of columns and lines of S;

• ΓS′(f, f ′, τ) , σ2
wT[Rs,τ (n, n

′)];
• Rs,τ (n, n

′) , Rs(τ+n−n′)h(n)h(n′), where Rs stands

for the auto-correlation of s (finite and deterministic);

• σ2
S′(f) , ΓS′(f, f, 0);

• ∀x ∈ [−1, 1], ω̃(x) , x arcsinx+
√
1− x2.

One can then derive Var[‖S′‖1] and compute aSI(s) ac-

cording to (3).

Proof. Convolving the deterministic finite-length signal s with

the white noise w produces s′ stationary, Gaussian with zero

mean. Hence, S′(f, t) is stationary too, and

E[S′(f, t)] = 0 (8)

Var[S′(f, t)]

=

N−1
∑

m,n=0

E[s′(t+m)s′(t+ n)]h(m)h(n)C(f,m)C(f, n)

= σ2
w

N−1
∑

m,n=0

Rs(m− n)h(m)h(n)C(f,m)C(f, n)

, σ̃2
S′(f) (independent of t) (9)

Since S′(f, t) is Gaussian and using Lemma 8 of [12],

E[|S′(f, t)|] = σ̃S′(f)

√

2

π
, (10)
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so that

E[‖S′‖1] =
∑

f,t

E[|S′(f, t)|] =
√

2

π
Nt

Nf−1
∑

f=0

σ̃S′(f). (11)

To obtain E[‖S′‖21], we first compute

E[S′(f, t)S′(f ′, t′)]

=

N−1
∑

n,n′
=0

E[s′(t+ n)s′(t′ + n′)]h(n)h(n′)C(f, n)C(f ′, n′)

= σ2
w

N−1
∑

n,n′
=0

Rs(t− t′ + n− n′)h(n)h(n′)C(f, n)C(f ′, n′)

= σ2
wT[Rs,t−t′(n, n

′)]
= ΓS′(f, f ′, t− t′) (12)

Note that σ̃S′

2(f) = ΓS′(f, f, 0) = σ2
S′(f), so that (11) is

equivalent to (6). Moreover, using Lemma 9 of [12] with Z =
[S′(f, t), S′(f ′, t′)]⊤, we obtain

E[|S′(f, t)S′(f ′

, t
′)|] =

2

π
σS′(f)σS′(f ′)ω̃

(

ΓS′(f, f ′, t− t′)

σS′(f)σS′(f ′)

)

(13)

and Eq. (7) follows using

E[‖S′‖21] =
∑

0≤f,f ′≤Nf−1

0≤k,k′≤Nt−1

E

[

|S′(f, kλN)S′(f ′, k′λN)|
]

.

(14)

D. Parameter setting

For the spectrogram, we used the Modified Discrete Cosine

Transform with 50% frame-overlapping. The window duration

is set around 20ms, as commonly used in audio processing.

Taking longer windows makes the spectrogram less sensitive

to smearing in the time dimension in case of reverberation,

while shorter windows make the spectrogram less sensitive to

smearing in the frequency dimension in case of noise.

The signal duration T (and thus the spectrogram width Nt)

must fulfill contradictory constraints. On one hand, T should

be larger than the average syllable duration (ca. 400ms) to

ensure the intra-speaker stability of the aSI. On the other hand,

the computational cost increases with Nt, besides which T
should be as small as possible in the foresight of using the

aSI as criterion for non-stationary enhancement algorithms.

Finally, since silences and abrupt start or end in the signal

are very sensitive to the convolution with the white noise,

they would artificially increase the aSI. Consequently, silence

suppression, fading in and fading out must be applied before

computing the aSI.

III. EVALUATION: THE AUDIO SI AS AN INTELLIGIBILITY

MEASURE

A. Sound material

We used speech signals at 16 kHz from the TIMIT cor-

pus [13]. We chose 16 speakers, one male and one female

from each of the 8 dialect regions of the USA defined in the

documentation. For each speaker, the analyzed signal consists

of the five SX sentences concatenated and lasts 9 to 18 s.

We computed the audio SI for each signal for various

levels of noise and reverberation. For the reverberation, we

considered a purely reverberant room impulse characterized

by its reverberation time T60 For each value of T60, we

synthesized the impulse response by multiplying a white

Gaussian noise by an exponential envelope matching T60. We

added to the reverberated signal a white Gaussian noise at a

given Signal to Noise Ratio (SNR). We tested 30 values of

T60 logarithmically distributed between 10 ms and 5 s, and

21 values of SNR linearly distributed between -30 and +30 dB.

Hence, for each of the 16 speakers, we computed the aSI

on the five-sentences signal, in each of the 630 (T60,SNR)

conditions.

B. Audio SI computation

Before computation, we suppressed the silent parts in the

signals. Then we computed the aSI on disjoint blocks of

512 ms, with the first and last 16ms attenuated by half

Hamming windows. Finally, we computed the mean value of

aSI on the whole signal. The spectrograms are based on 32 ms

analysis windows.

C. Results

For each (SNR,T60) condition, we computed the average

aSI over the 16 speakers. Fig 1 represents the iso-aSI lines

in the SNR-T60 plane. This figure is very similar to that of

the iso-STI lines (see [14]). To explore further this similarity,

we plotted the relation aSI-STI for each triplet (speaker, SNR,

T60) (see Fig. 2, where the STI is computed according to [14]).

The log of the aSI is linearly correlated with the STI: the

global correlation coefficient is 0.96, and the individual corre-

lation coefficients of the speakers are between 0.94 and 0.98.

This shows that the aSI can be considered as a good predictor

of the STI, and thus used as an intelligibility measure, since the

STI is generally considered as a reliable reference. However,

the main advantage of the aSI is that it is non-intrusive, which

represents a great practical interest.

Further experiments showed that the aSI reduction caused

by noise depends on the type of noise: for a given SNR,

it is maximal for white noise, lower for babble noise and

much lower for pop music. Nevertheless, none of those noises

increases the aSI of speech signals.

IV. EVALUATION: THE AUDIO SI AS AN INTELLIGIBILITY

CRITERION

A. Conceptual framework

We propose to experimentally validate the aSI as a criterion

for blind source separation (BSS). Our idea is that a separated

source is more intelligible than a mixture, so that, under the

assumption that the aSI measures intelligibility, a separation

algorithm could be driven by aSI maximization.

To demonstrate this idea, we will restrict to the simple

case of a stereo instantaneous mixture of two sources. Let

s a vector of two sources and A the mixture matrix, with
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Fig. 1. Iso-aSI lines in the SNR-T60 plane, where for each (SNR,T60)
condition, the aSI is averaged over the 16 speakers.
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Fig. 2. Relation between aSI and STI: each point represents one condition
(speaker,SNR,T60), where speaker = 1 to 16, T60 takes 30 logarithmically
distributed values between 10 ms and 5 s, and SNR takes 21 linearly
distributed values between -30 and +30 dB.

A(·, i) = [cos θi sin θi]
T . The mixture is x = As. The goal of

BSS is to estimate s from x with A unknown. If one estimates

θ1 and θ2, the exact estimation is given by

yi =
1

sin(θj − θi)
(x1 sin θj −x2 cos θi), i, j ∈ {1, 2} (15)

From Eq. (3) and Theorem 1, one can easily deduce that

the aSI is invariant when the signal is multiplied by a scaling

factor. Consequently, we estimate θ1 and θ2 by:

{θ̂1, θ̂2} = arg localmax
θ

aSI(yθ) | yθ = x1 sin θ − x2 cos θ.

(16)

For the computation of aSI(yθ), replacing s by yθ in the

calculation of Section II leads to:

ΓY ′

θ
(f, f ′, τ) =

sin2(θ)ΓX′

1
(f, f ′, τ) + cos2(θ)ΓX′

2
(f, f ′, τ)
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Fig. 3. Separation of a stereo mix of two speech signals: average aSI of the
demixed signal yθ as a function of the demixing parameter θ.

− sin(θ) cos(θ)
(

ΓX′

1
X′

2
(f, f ′, τ) + ΓX′

2
X′

1
(f, f ′, τ)

)

(17)

with the same notations as in Theorem 1 and:

• ΓX′

i
X′

j
(f, f ′, τ) , σ2

wDCT[Rxi,xj,τ (n, n
′)];

• Rxi,xj,τ (n, n
′) , Rxi,xj

(τ + n − n′)h(n)h(n′), where

Rxi,xj
stands for the inter-correlation of xi and xj .

Hence, once ΓX′

1
(f, f ′, τ), ΓX′

2
(f, f ′, τ), ΓX′

1
X′

2
(f, f ′, τ),

and ΓX′

2
X′

1
(f, f ′, τ) have been computed, aSI(yθ) can be eas-

ily computed for any value of θ, using Eq. (3) and Theorem 1.

B. Experiment 1: separation of two speech signals

We mixed two speech signals, one from a male speaker,

the other from a female speaker, from the TIMIT corpus. The

shorter signal was extended to the length of the longer one

by zero-padding, leading to a signal duration of 2.9 s. We set

θ1 = π/6 and θ2 = 3π/8.

For θ = 0 to π/2, by step of π/200, and yθ defined by

Eq. (16), we computed aSI(yθ) by blocks of 512 ms (with

spectrograms based on 32 ms analysis windows) and averaged

the aSI on the whole signal, resulting in aSI(yθ). Note that

in this case, silence-suppression and fading are not necessary,

since the goal is to maximize aSI(yθ) on θ, and not to measure

the intelligibility.

Figure 3 shows aSI(yθ) as a function of θ. The maxima

match exactly θ1 and θ2, which allows a perfect separation.

Note that aSI(yθ1) = aSI(s2) and aSI(yθ2) = aSI(s1).

C. Experiment 2: separation of two music signals

In this paper, we have focused on speech, but the definition

of aSI does not restrict to speech signals: it is suitable for

general audio signals. We repeated the previous experiment

with a 13s singing voice and its piano accompaniment, ex-

tracted from the QUASI database [15], [16] and re-sampled at

32 kHz. We used 256ms-blocks for aSI computation.

As illustrated by Fig. 4, the average aSI is maximum for

θ2, which extracts the voice (s1), but it is minimum for θ1,

which extracts the piano (s2). This can be explained by the
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Fig. 4. Separation of a stereo mix of a singing voice and its piano
accompaniment: average aSI of the demixed signal yθ as a function of the
demixing parameter θ.

TABLE I
PERFORMANCE OF SOURCE SEPARATION BY ASI MAXIMIZATION,

COMPARED TO THAT OF FASTICA. SDR = SOURCE TO DISTORTION RATIO,
SIR = SOURCE TO INTERFERENCE RATIO, SAR = SOURCE TO ARTIFACT

RATIO, MEASURED ACCORDING TO [19]

SDR SIR SAR

voice
FastICA 37 37 73
Max aSI 70 109 70

piano
FastICA 34 34 67
Max aSI 43 43 67

large difference between voice aSI (14) and piano aSI (1.3).

Consequently, the assumption that a separated source has a

larger aSI than a mixture does not hold anymore here.

In this case, the sources can be successively extracted using

iterative deflation [17]: we first extracted the voice signal by

maximizing aSI(yθ), then we estimated its contribution to the

mixture, finally we estimated the piano signal by subtracting

this contribution.

The estimation error on θ1 and θ2 is less than π/1000. As

indicated by Table I, our separation method outperforms the

classical method FastICA [18] on this simple example. An

audio demonstration is available at http://up5.fr/audioSI

V. CONCLUSION

We have advanced and expressed as a closed-form formula

a new non-intrusive speech intelligibility measure, the audio

Sharpness Index (aSI). It is defined as the sensitivity of the

spectrogram sparsity to the convolution of the signal with a

white noise. Our experiments have validated the aSI both as an

intelligibility measure and as an intelligibility/clarity criterion

to drive blind source separation (BSS).

As an intelligibility measure, the advantage of the aSI is

not only its non-intrusiveness, but also the fact that it does

not rely on any implicit clean reference, unlike [8].

Further experiments of sound enhancement have to be

considered to complete the validation of the aSI as an

intelligibility/clarity criterion. However, BSS based on aSI

maximization has already a great advantage: it does not need

any classical assumption of independence and non-Gaussianity

of the sources.
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